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Connective Earth, an ESG and Impact Investing platform and Enzo Advisors ™, a global

ESG and sustainability consulting firm, are now working together to provide family offices,

corporations, and fund managers with robust ESG advisory services to help drive

measurable environmental and social impact.

Services offered include drafting sustainability reports ESG roadmaps, and customized

ESG scorecards, as well as leveraging proprietary frameworks and software solutions to

help companies and investors define a pathway to net zero in a credible and transparent

manner. Enzo's proprietary methodology incorporates corporate strategy and financial

forecasting with the integration of broader ESG principles across operations to effectively

communicate with stakeholders. Their leadership benefits from more than twenty years of

experience across investment banking, financial consulting and investment management.

“Companies are confused by the lack of standardized ESG reporting and the jargon

being used in the sustainability world. They need assistance from experts to navigate their

enterprises to a more ESG compliant and sustainable world,” said Peter C. Fusaro,

Partner, Connective Earth.  

“We are very excited to work with a mission-aligned partner such as Connective Earth to

extend our ESG advisory capabilities to support family offices, foundations and pension

funds to further drive impact. We are at a pivotal moment where funding can have a

meaningful impact in driving transformative change across society, and we look to

provide the much needed clarity to help family offices and other institutional investors

incorporate ESG considerations across their portfolios.”
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Connective Earth is focused on supporting Family Offices, Foundations, Pension Funds

and Sovereign Funds through award winning technology by Carii, Inc. The platform offers

sophisticated investors and impact communities the ability to put their values at the

center of their investment mandate by offering investments that are ESG and Impact

investing aligned. Connective Earth delivers robust, secure communication, content and

thought leadership to its community.

About Enzo Advisors™

Enzo Advisors™ is a female and minority-led global sustainability consulting firm that

helps companies build best-in-class sustainable business models within an ESG

construct and works closely with institutional investors to integrate ESG frameworks

across their investment processes. The company was founded to support companies

early in their respective life cycles to build sustainable businesses that create value for

stakeholders and society overall. Enzo Advisors™ also works closely with institutional

investors and private equity firms to codify ESG policies and frameworks within their

investment and diligence processes, as well as across their portfolio companies.

More information is located on the websites of both companies:

www.connectiveearth.com and www.enzoadvisorsllc.com.
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